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schedules, etc. Cliff will help with
the gathering of shoe sizes and
Wesley will be in charge of sewing
A real happy hello to Lucerne
the names on the jerseys.
Valley residents that have waited a
Housing is always a major probwhole year to hear that the Great
lem but the community is so eager
American Worm Race is back!
to welcome the racers back that
The Worm Commission met last
the residents are working together
week with the education leadership to provide adequate facilities for
and we were given permission to
the families coming with the racers.
hold the race on Friday, May 7th
Of course, the runners will be stayat Goulding Hall at our elementary ing at the training camp and the
school. It was a large meeting
families will be at various motels,
group assembled at the school
hotels, spa resorts and casinos that
with much fan fair and flourishes,
Lucerne Valley
(not really—it was Mrs. Mora and
has to offer.
myself with Karol and Fran butting- Many of the
in—I mean joining the conversaresort hotels
tion). Anyway, the final decision
are already gatherwas made that the race will be
ing alpaca, horse, chicken and
held. After a year off that news was cow poo so the relatives will feel
greeted with shouts of joy from all
at home and comfortable in their
corners of the U.S. The 6th grade
temporary housing units.
students were especially thrilled.
Again, we are so happy to have
Lucerne Valley will be hosting
the worms back after this frightful
for the 20th year and applications year we have endured. The Worm
are coming in faster than the
Commission will be sitting on the
training center can control. Bill
porch at the Market for the next
Lembright (CEO of the training
few Saturdays, so stop by and say
camp at L.V. Market) may have
howdy. You can sponsor your worm
to hire more help. As head of the at that time or tell us if you have an
Worm Commission I have given
area of poo that can house a famhim permission to talk with Cliff
ily. Also if you have info regarding
and Wesley. It was agreed that
transportation for worms coming
these two are the most useful
from the East we would be happy
and would probably know more
to hear from you.
of the worm habits, diet, training

The Store’s Story
-- Part 5
Ha!  You thought I’d give up, didn’t
you?  Nope!  You just won’t be able
to function properly without knowing what Gommel did to begin the
transformation of Leo’s Market into
Lucerne Valley Market. (The “& Hardware” came much later.)  So I’ll fill
you in and you’ll feel so much better!
The original store that we bought
had the two checkstands right at
the front doors, as mentioned in
part 4, along with the scale bridge
that did double duty as a baby decapitator.  So, needless to say, one
of the very first improvements had
to be to remove those checkstands
and replace them with something
much safer and more efficient.  But
there wasn’t enough room!
So we made room! At first we
rearranged just the front of the
store, but ultimately we ended up
doing the entire front half.  All of the
grocery shelves in the front (south)
half of the store were crosswise
(east-west), and the shelves in the
back half were length wise (northsouth).  That blocked vision through
the store to the back, making the
whole thing a great hideout.  You
couldn’t see anything from the front
of the store to the back.  That made
it necessary to turn the east-west
shelves 90° to be north-south,
literally picking them up off the floor
and rotating the shelf units by hand!  
Operating on the principle that
Pappy (my Grandpa Gommel)
taught – “the difficult takes a
while, and the impossible takes a
little longer” – Gommel assembled
a crew of staffers and outsiders,
and in an overnight operation,
used Johnson bar levers, jacks,
and anything else with wheels to
rotate the shelf units the necessary 90°, lining them up with the
shelves in the back, and voila!  
We could see down the aisles all
the way to the back.  I asked Bill
Lembright if he was up here helping with that job, hoping he could
fill in more details of the operation.  
Yes, he was up here helping, and
I was there helping, but neither of
us can remember how we did it.
We must have blocked it out for
the stress it caused!
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as well as aisles 4 and 6. We realize this will be difﬁcult for shoppers
Good morning to beautiful
but it can’t be avoided. The training
Lucerne Valley! This is our second
schedules must be doubled in orreport from the Worm Commission
der for the conditioning to be met.
and we are amazed at how busy
Do not stop the racing worms and
we are this early in the event. The
ask for photo opps while they are
Great American Worm Race is
doing push-ups and squats.
always exciting and we welcome
The Commission was presented
the worms from all over the United
with an unexpected expense at this
States to our lovely area. It seems
last meeting.  Knowing we would
that every year when the race is
have to meet the special requireannounced the weather all over
ments of Covid we had ordered a
the country turns sour. We have
large supply of masks. During the
heard from at least 15 states that
discusion of supplies we were told
our runners are having problems
the masks that were delivered were
making connections to get to
not adequate. We placed a special
Lucerne Valley. The tomados in the
order for new masks that will be
southern states, the blizzards in the
delivered next Wednesday. We had
northeast and torrential rains in the
failed to remember why the regular
northwest always seem to happen
masks would not work. The worms
at race time. If you know of any
have no ears!!  Aaron, President of
trash trucks or fertilizer companies
the Senior Center, has suggested
making a run to our area, please
we use the original mask order as
put in a call to the Commission.
hammocks for the racers. Sounds
Had a report from Bill (CEO
ﬁne to me! Think about that, Bill. It
of training) yesterday and he is
could save a lot of space at camp!!!
concerned about the poor condition
Til next time ---- -of the racers already at camp. Because of the Covid-19 situation the
runners are arriving in really poor
physical condition. With the races
being canceled across the U.S.
and the gyms closing the contestants have not been able to keep
ﬁt. Therefore, we will be using aisle
8 and 9 at the market for training

Now we had a front office platform, not unlike the present one
in the present store; three checkstands that didn’t decapitate babies;
and shelf units that were turned so
we could see to the back
of the store.  The last two
major changes were to
move the produce case
from the randomly arranged cases in the front
of the store to a beautiful
produce case that ran
across the back (north) wall, brightly
lit and attractive.  Then we bought
a used freezer truck trailer, backed
it up to the north wall, and installed
it as a permanent storage freezer,
to replace a tiny freezer walk-in box
that they had been using all along.
We planted bushes around the
building to soften the harsh concrete block exterior.  The existing
staffers stayed on and we hired
a few more.  We faced down the
nasty teenagers who had taken
over the parking lot and won the
battle to make them leave. And
then the fun began.
Sales started growing fairly
quickly and quite substantially,
making the store more and more
crowded, both with people and with
products.  The parking lot was full
of cars more and more often. As a
result, Gommel developed plans
to add on to the building, hoping
that the landlords would agree and

old heave-ho.  He continued to
operate the store and renamed it
Center Market, while we kept our
name Lucerne Valley Market and
our shopping carts with that name
embossed on the handles.
We were never quite sure
why the landlord was so
reluctant for us to expand
the building and to remain
a part of the enterprise,
except that the hand of
God was in it.  Apparently
He wanted us to build a new store.  
It was one of those exciting times
when God’s involvement and direction was so clear as to be beyond
any doubt.  One day we were in the
store running it.  The next day we
were out on the street, so to speak.  
But economic conditions did not
lend to any kind of optimism to take
out a large loan on a big project.
The year was 1982.  The
economy had not yet recovered
from the stagflation of the 70’s.  
Interest rates were high, around
20%.  The landlord was betting that
we would be unable to do anything
about building a new store.  Unsure
whether or not we would be able
to pull it off, Gommel proceeded
to buy a 13-acre parcel from Vern
Huck at the intersection of Hwy.
18 and 247 (Barstow Road).  Then
he went to work designing the
new store.  (Remember, he was a
licensed civil engineer with a background in construcInside the 1st Lucerne Valley Market
tion with Pappy.)  
He wanted to build
for future growth but
didn’t want to be
utterly stupid, so he
designed the store
to be half the size
he really envisioned
and placed the
building on the lot
far enough from the
street so that there
was room to double
offering to them the opportunity to the size when the time came.  He
participate, since they had nothing set up an office at home with all
to lose and much to gain in revof his drawing tools, then hired a
enue from the growing sales.  
secretary (Marina Van den Broeke,
However, the landlord had other the best example of pleasant
ideas, and two years after the
persistence in pushing for what we
first five year lease expired, in
needed that I’ve ever seen.) He
1981 the landlord decided to take
worked with professionals in design
back the store and to give us the
and construction of a commercial

building like this one and managed
to work through San Bernardino
County and Cal Trans, cutting
through the dreaded bureaucratic
red tape, obtaining permits, and
dancing to their tune just enough to
get the job done.  
During that time, Bill Lembright
and I worked at the brand new
Safeway store just built in Hesperia, at the corner of “I” and Main
Streets.  Once we knew that we
would no longer be in our own
store, we saw that Safeway was
interviewing for their new store,
so we both went, took their tests,
and did their interviews.  I was
hired as a checker, later to become
an overnight stocker when they
saw that they couldn’t keep me in
the checkstands while the store
needed stocking and facing.  
Ultimately I was given the job of
scanning maintenance, when scanning of groceries was in its infancy.  
What a helpful learning experience!  
It was another sign of the hand of
God in all of this.
Bill was hired as an overnight
stocker, and he learned to run the
registers, and also to work produce.  
His experience was most helpful also. Interestingly, we ended
our jobs at the old Lucerne Valley
Market on Saturday, Jan. 9, and
began our new jobs at Safeway
on Monday, Jan. 11.  It became a
wonderful time of learning and simply enjoying the fun of the grocery
business since someone else bore
the ultimate responsibility.  Thus
another sign of the hand of God.
After eleven months of preparation and planning, including Bill and
I doing double duty as Safeway
clerks and layout specialists for the
new Lucerne Valley Market, we were
ready to break ground and get going.  We had a little ground-breaking
ceremony, to which the public was
invited.  It was November twenty
something, 1982, on Thanksgiving
weekend.  The weather was cold,
overcast, and windy.  Quite a few
people braved the cold to attend
the ceremony, including one locally
well-known character who arrived in
dramatic fashion.
Who could that have been?  Stay
tuned for #6!
  

Hardware & Variety
Ad Effective 4/22/21 to 4/28/21. Supplies limited to stock on hand.

Duct Tape

3

$ 99

1.87" x 55 yard. Silver weatherproof utility grade cloth
for most sealing, bonding and repairing. Strong, flexible
with aggressive adhesive. In Aisle 2A.  #405248

Camo Spray Paint

5

$

Performix Plasti Dip Rubber Coating Spray Paint.  
Choose Black or Tan.  Helps keep your hunting and
fishing gear, camping equipment, and other outdoor gear
inconspicuous when you're in the wild or in your own
backyard. In Holiday Lane.  #771045, #771049

99

We will be giving you other information in this space until the
hardware shortages caused by covid, etc. have normalized.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

LVEDA Meeting
(Lucerne Valley Economic
Development Association)

WED. MAY 5, 5 PM.

at the Moose Lodge
on Foothill Road, just west
of Tradepost Road.
Probably outside patio.
Food service available.
• Presentation by Red Cross:  
What they are doing during Covid;  
How to make homes safer; Red
Cross trailer at the Sheriff Substation; Interaction with CERT and
HELP; Logistics for using the High
School as an emergency shelter,
etc; Other resources like our
market, churches, Senior Center,
etc; How the community can help
the Red Cross during a disaster;
& Updating our Lucerne Valley
Disaster Preparedness Plan.
• Reports from Sheriff Dept. and
CHP: on illegal marijuana grows.  
• Status of our attempts to get
an emergency, legislative fix
to Prop. 64 which caused
our problems.
• Status of any road work and
improvements.

ON THE PORCHES
      AT THE STORE
SATS, April 24, and May 1,
10A-2P, SALE WORM RACE
SPONSORSHIPS, by L.V.
Roadrunners.  $10 per worm,
you name it!  The racing worms
are coming from all over the
country.  The race is May 7th.

Lucerne Valley's

Mega Swap
Meet!

May 1, Saturday
8am to 3pm
Call today to reserve
your space to sell!

Jack O Landia -760-220-6040
Cadillac Antiques -760-278-1885
Cafe 247 -951-751-1039
Henry’s Bargains -760-524-8519
L.V. Chamber of
Commerce   -562-522-8775
Lucerne Valley Market &
Hardware   -- Sold out
Sponsored by
L.V. Chamber of Commerce
----------------------

The LV Garden Club is
planning to have their annual sale on May 1st in the
LV Market parking lot!

SERVICES AT
CROSSROADS CENTER

LUCERNE VALLEY MARKET
   & HARDWARE

248-7311

WASH N SHOP COIN LAUNDRY

248-7311

FIRST FOUNDATION BANK

248-2717

DR. ASHOK MELVANI M.D.

248-1070

ECHO RECYCLING

760-220-4232

AT THE SERVICE COUNTER

In the store

• COPIES • FAX SERVICE
• PACKAGE EXPRESS -- UPS only
• PAYMENT STATION SCE, Frontier & Verizon

PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY

242-4900
Rancho Drugs – Tues. 11AM, Wed. & Fri. 2PM

• Lucerne Valley Market
• “Do it Best” Hardware
• Wash n Shop
• Crossroads Center
e-mail address: Market.Hardware@
lucernevalleymarket.com
website: lucernevalleymarket.com
Proud to be a member of Lucerne
Valley Chamber of Commerce

LIMITS & MULTIPLE PRICING

Please, unless otherwise indicated, ON AD
ITEMS NO MORE THAN 6 TOTAL (including all
flavors or varieties) OF ANY ITEM, PER FAMILY, DURING THE AD PERIOD, AT THE SALE
PRICE, except in produce and meat, which are
limited to normal retail quantities, or which carry
limits specifically stated. Sorry, we must reserve
the right to further limit or refuse sales.
ON MULTIPLE PRICING, when purchasing items
in quantities more or less than the multiple stated,
the register is built automatically to charge the
“each” price times the quantity. (Example: Price
of item is 3/$1. The price of: one = 34¢, two = 68¢,
three = $1, four = $1.34, five = $1.68, six = $2.00).

TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THOSE
WHO SPONSOR THIS STORE;
SEE http://thenewlightcls.com

Echo Recycling
760-220-4232

On the Northeast side of the parking lot.

Open Mon. - Sat. 9AM - 4PM
Closed for Lunch Noon to 1PM.
Closed Sunday

Aluminum CRV...... $1.65lb
#1 Plastic CRV....... $1.28lb
Pricing good thru April 28, 2021

